Clinical Cancer Monographs is a new series presenting the data compiled by the English West Midlands Regional Cancer Registry by site of malignancy. The unique feature of the series is the presentation and analysis of data not just on incidence, but also on treatments and the effect of treatments on survival. The records used in the analysis cover a 25 year period and a population of 5 million people, with demographic characteristics which serve as a useful model for other regions in industrialized countries. The series will be of great value to oncologists and clinicians as well as health planners and medical statisticians.
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International Conference on Drug-DNA Interactions

Jesus College, Cambridge
11-15 September 1989

Plenary lecturers:

WA Denny (Auckland) M Palumbo (Padua)
PB Dervan (Pasadena) C Paolelli (Paris)
RE Dickerson (Los Angeles) DJ Patel (New York)
JA Hartley (London) DR Phillips (Melbourne)
CHelene (Paris) B Pullman (Paris)
LH Hurley (Austin) BP Roques (Paris)
O Kennard (Cambridge) WE Ross (Louisville)
KW Kohn (Bethesda) POP Ts'o (Baltimore)
PA Kollman (San Francisco) LGP Wakefield (Melbourne)
JB Le Peccy (Paris) WD Wilson (Atlanta)
WA Leupin (Basel) 
LF Liu (Baltimore)

There will be opportunities for short communications and poster presentations.

The Conference Fee of £336 covers full accommodation, all meals, social events and registration.

For further information and registration contact:

Dr S Neidle,
CRC Biomolecular Structure Unit,
Institute of Cancer Research,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5NG, UK
Tel: 01-643-8901
Fax: 01-770-7893